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GLOSSARY

1

MNOs

Mobile Network Operators - Licensed providers of telecommunications services. Also referred
to as Telecommunications Service Providers (TSPs) in India, and also covered under the broader
Communications Service Provider (CSP) category

DoT

Department under the Indian Ministry of Communications responsible for policy, licensing and
coordination matters relating to telegraphs, telephones, wireless, data, facsimile and telematic services
and other like forms of communications.

TRAI

A statutory body set up by the Government of India under section 3 of the Telecom Regulatory Authority
of India Act, 1997. It is the regulator of the telecommunications sector in India.

FCC

An independent agency of the United States government that regulates communications by radio,
television, wire, satellite, and cable across the United States.

OFCOM

The Office of Communications (OFCOM) is the government-approved regulatory and competition
authority for the broadcasting, telecommunications and postal industries of the United Kingdom.

WIK

Set up in 1982 as the think tank of the Ministry of Post and Telecommunications, WIK (Wissenschaftliches
Institut für Infrastruktur und Kommunikationsdienste GmbH) has become one of Germany’s leading
research institutes for communications services.

ICRIER

Established in August 1981, ICRIER is an autonomous, policy-oriented, not-for-profit, economic policy
think tank in India.

NDCP

The National Digital Communications Policy of India released by the Department of Telecommunications
in 2018.

RP

Reserve Price of Spectrum, In economics, refers to the price stipulated as the lowest acceptable by the
seller for an item sold at auctions.

MCLR

Marginal cost of funds-based lending rate (MCLR) is an internal reference rate for banks fixed by the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI). It is used to define the minimum rate of interest that a bank can charge
lenders on the loans it provides.

SUC

A scaling Spectrum Usage Charge (SUC) imposed on MNOs according to the amount of spectrum acquired
in auctions.

GST

Goods and Services Tax (GST) is an indirect tax (or consumption tax) used in India on the supply of goods
and services. It is a comprehensive, multistage, destination-based tax as it subsumes almost all indirect
taxes except a few state taxes, is imposed at every step in the production process, and is collected from
point of consumption and not point of origin like previous taxes.

LSA/Circles

The geographic area in which a home service provider is authorized by law or contract to provide
commercial mobile radio services to its customers. The Indian market for telecommunications is divided
into 22 licensed service areas that are also often referred to as circles.

ARPU

Average revenue per user is the measure of the revenue generated per user. It is a non-GAAP measure
that allows management of a company as well as investors to refine their analysis of a company’s revenue
generation capability and growth at the per-user level.

BTS

The Base Tranceiver Station (BTS) is telecom infrastructure used to facilitate wireless communication
between subscriber devices and telecom operator networks.

PLR

A prime rate or prime lending rate is an interest rate used by banks, usually the interest rate at which
banks lend to customers with good credit.

USD/MHz/Pop

A metric often employed to compare spectrum costs across nations. It refers to the cost of one MHz of
radio spectrum per person of the covered population.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
India stands poised to benefit enormously from harnessing the opportunities offered by Digital Communications
by unlocking productivity, reaching unserved and underserved markets and catalyzing economic growth and
development of the country. After the incidence of COVID-19, the significance of digital experience has multiplied
manifold and spectrum being a crucial resource for connectivity, spectrum allocation to the sector will presume
paramount importance.
While all forms of unused spectrum (wireless access, wireless backhaul and licence exempt bands such as for
Wi-Fi) must be put to use for the benefit of this industry and consumers, this paper concerns itself solely with the
reforms needed to unlock the true potential of wireless access spectrum. As a result, wireless backhaul spectrum
or licence-exempt spectrum such as for Wi-Fi, as well as administrative allocations are not covered in this report.
The greatest value of radio spectrum lies in its usage. Idle or unused spectrum benefits no one – the government
nor the economy, society or consumers and results in an irretrievable loss. The opportunity cost of unused
spectrum is tremendously large and far outweighs any short-term gains in upfront auction revenue.
Since a spectrum auction is held for allocating spectrum in an open and transparent manner and result in true
market discovery, there are two parameters that define success in an auction – the market/clearing price is
significantly above reserve price, arrived by vibrant market discovery and the sale of substantial amount of
spectrum put up for auction.
The success of an auction depends on a wide variety of factors ranging from macro-economic situation, sectoral
performance and various auction related variables including reserve price, amount of spectrum already allocated
to operators, timing of auction, carrier size, etc. Most auctions held in India since 2010 have not yielded optimum
results if evaluated on these factors.
The sale of spectrum results in direct upfront revenue generation as well as the indirect long-term socio-economic
gains. Striking a balance between short-term, upfront revenue generation and indirect long-term socio-economic
gains is therefore urgently required to protect the integrity of the communications sector as well as to secure a
bright digital future. The price of radio spectrum is the key to any efforts that attempt to balance these priorities.
It has also been effectively demonstrated that high radio spectrum prices are to the extreme detriment of the
weakest & lower-income sections of society1. They are the ones who are deprived of the benefits of technology.
With its high proportion of low-income citizens as well as the strong National Vision of moving to Digital India, this
aspect assumes special relevance for India.
The importance of optimal spectrum pricing is also highlighted under the Connect India Mission of the National
Digital Communications Policy which sets out a clear strategy to recognize and realize the potential of radio
spectrum as a key natural resource for public benefit, to achieve India’s socio-economic goals, and ensure
transparency in the allocation, availability and utilization of modern communications services. Optimal pricing
of spectrum features as an important metric that allows for the rollout of ubiquitous, reliable and affordable
communications services.
The sector’s importance was also brought into focus at the culmination of Covid-19 pandemic. The technologies
and use cases enabled by the communications sector have, by all measures, ensured as far as possible the smooth
functioning of the global economy. The sudden and sweeping onset of the pandemic has adequately highlighted
why the time to act is now. Reforms put in place today, especially with respect to pricing of radio spectrum
resources in India, would help ensure the sectors resilience to sudden shocks, as well as ensure that all are
afforded the socio-economic mobility that accrues from the availability and use of modern digital access services.
As we move towards the rollout of the first 5G networks in the country, the need for such reforms is further
enforced, given and especially, that this would be the first generation of mobile communications technology that
transcends communications use cases. For the first time, a generation of mobile communications technology
(5G) is expected to have a significant and profound impact on the modernization of virtually every sector of the
economy. Energy, mobility, healthcare, finance and numerous sectors are eagerly awaiting the benefits offered by

Marsden, R., Ihle, H.-M., & Traber, P. (2017). The Impact of High Spectrum Costs on Mobile Network Investment
and Consumer Prices. NERA Economic Consulting, available at https://www.nera.com/content/dam/nera/
publications/2017/PUB_High_Spectrum_Costs_0517.pdf
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5G technology.
In the first four sections of the report, we provide context for what determines success in spectrum auctions and
the need to revise spectrum pricing practices and policies in India. We highlight the numerous issues that have
negatively impacted efforts by the government to mobilize spectral resources, as well as provide a general review
for policymakers. Mere price adjustments would obviously not suffice to address concerns and a comprehensive
review of spectrum pricing & valuation fundamentals is recommended in sections one through four of this report.
Sections Five to Nine of this report present an examination of the various inputs that go into spectrum valuation
including approaches used for valuing radio spectrum, use of mean, use of last auction price and use of index. We
conclude that the Revenue Surplus Approach is most suitable for and analogous to the current conditions and is
therefore a more appropriate method for valuation of spectrum given the Indian market & its structure. We argue
that the last auction determined market price is not relevant as a basis of reserve price in subsequent auction,
especially if acquisition of auctioned resources is at a value that equals the reserve price at the last auction and
invariably obtained through a single bidder. We also demonstrate that the current methodology of calculating
Reserve Price is unreasonable as it does not rely much on a fresh valuation of spectrum. We also provide critiques
of the use of MCLR for indexing. We find that while MCLR is designed to capture financial sector dynamics,
particularly lending rates, it does not mirror or even closely resemble and reflect Telecom Sector dynamics.
The closest surrogate index for a time series for Reserve Price indexation may be the consumer price index of
(Transport and) telecom services.
Section Ten of this report highlights actionable solutions and methods to arrive at optimum reserve prices in future
auctions. We illustrate the use of such methods across spectrum bands, as well as propose fundamental reforms
to ensure auctions exemplify vibrant price discovery & competition by design. In Section Eleven, we conclude the
report and summarize our recommendations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Broadband communication networks are established means to achieve higher economic growth, particularly so
for information-based emerging economies such as India. Much of broadband today in such economies is based
on mobile unlike advanced economies where it is mostly fixed broadband. Thus, for mobile dominated emerging
economies, spectrum assignments for digital communication services play a crucial role. The broadband sector has
become even more critical for business continuity during the COVID-19 environment and spectrum allocation to
the sector is of paramount importance.
One should also remember that spectrum’s greatest value comes from its usage. Idle or unused spectrum does
nobody any good – neither government nor economy nor society nor consumers and results in an irretrievable
loss. One must strike a balance between short-term, upfront revenue generation and indirect long-term socioeconomic gains. The opportunity cost of unused spectrum is enormous and far outweighs any short-term gains in
auction revenue.
It is well-established by multiple credible agencies such as the World Bank, London School of Economics, NERA
Economic Consulting and Indian Council for Research on International Economic Relations (ICRIER) that spectrum
can be an extremely powerful engine of socio-economic growth, with strong quantitative relationships firmly
established. Many other studies have shown that there is a direct and quantifiable economic gain from usage of
broadband, mobile and rich interactive apps – spectrum is the foundation for all these services.
All unused spectrum (wireless access, wireless backhaul and licence exempt bands such as for WiFi) must be
put to use for the benefit of ths industry and consumers. However, this report focuses on the reforms needed to
unlock the true potential of wireless access spectrum. As a result, wireless backhaul spectrum or licence-exempt
spectrum such as for WiFi, as well as administrative allocations are not covered in our analysis.
Auctions are now the standard approach for allocating wireless access spectrum for mobile use in many
countries. The success of an auction is dependent on many factors including current allocation of spectrum,
timing of auction, selling of most of the quantum of spectrum put-up for auction and market/clearing price being
significantly above reserve price, among others.
If auctions are not successful, spectrum is not fully sold or it is priced very high, the ones who get most disadvantaged
are the weaker sections of the society as they are the ones who are deprived of the benefits of technology. This aspect
is of particular relevance to India with its high proportion of low-income citizens as well as the strong National Vision of
moving to Digital India.
Market-based spectrum management which is open and transparent is increasingly becoming a key requirement.
However, to ensure that the outcomes give the desired balance between public welfare and revenue maximization,
auction rules need to be well designed and optimally set.
For the first time in India’s history, the National Policy (National Digital Communications Policy (NDCP) -2018)
recognized spectrum as a key natural resource for public benefit. Under the Connect India Mission, NDCP 2018
sets out a clear strategy of recognizing Spectrum as a key natural resource for public benefit to achieve India’s
socio-economic goals, ensure transparency in allocation and optimize availability and utilization2. The key areas
of policy action include developing a transparent and fair policy for spectrum assignment and allocation, making
spectrum adequately available for the upcoming broadband era, allowing for its efficient utilization and promoting
next generation access technologies. Optimal pricing of spectrum is an important for making adequate spectrum
available for broadband era.
This study aims to identify whether auctions held so far in India have yielded optimum results and, if results
indicate scope for improvement, then to suggest possible solutions for making sure that next round of auctions
yeild optimum results.

Department of Telecommunications, Government of India. (2018). National Digital Communications Policy. New Delhi,
India.
2
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2. DEGREE OF SUCCESS IN AN AUCTION
First and foremost, it is useful to understand what we mean by a successful spectrum auction. Since a spectrum
auction is held for allocating spectrum in an open and transparent manner and result in true market discovery,
there are two parameters that define success in an auction – the market/clearing price is significantly above
reserve price, arrived by vibrant market discovery and the sale of substantial amount of spectrum put up for
auction.
Success of spectrum auctions is defined by the sale of most, if not all, of the spectrum put up for sale. A general
review of recent auctions around the world reveals that most have been successful in selling the entire spectrum
offered in auctions.to illustrate, the UK 5G and 4G spectrum auctions held in 2018 and 2013, respectively were
100% successful. In 2018, all 190 MHz of spectrum – 40 MHz in 2.3 GHz and 150 MHz in 3.4 GHz was sold.
Similarly, in 2013, all 60 MHz of spectrum offered in 800 MHz and 185 MHz offered in 2600 MHz was sold. In stark
contrast, in the Indian 2016 mega auctions where a total of 2350 MHz in 7 bands was put up for auction in 22
circles, only 964 MHz, or barely 41% was procured by the industry. In the 6 e-auctions held since 2010, only about
60% could be sold. In the case of 700 MHz auctioned in 2016, no spectrum was sold.
The success of spectrum auctions is defined not only by the ability to sell large proportion of spectrum put up for
auction but also by the market/clearing price being significantly above reserve price, i.e., the auction process must
help discover the true market price of the spectrum. Here again, we see a marked difference between the Indian
and UK spectrum auctions. In the 5G UK auction, the total 190 MHz in 2.3 GHz and 3.4 GHz were sold for £1.35
billion more than 19 times of the reserve price of £70 million. In 2013, the 800 MHz and 2600 MHz UK auction
concluded with a total of £2.34 billion as against the reserve price set by OFCOM at £ 1.3 billion, a premium of
nearly 80%. In 2016 in India, while 700 MHz got no takers at all, other auctions saw similarly poor enthusiasm and
responses, with the reserve price (RP) turning out to be the final clearing price in most cases and the average sale
price hardly 5% above the Reserve Price. Effectively, there was no market discovery of spectrum prices in India.
Most auctions held since 2010 have not yielded optimum results. Such an unenthusiastic response to the auctions
when India needs more and more spectrum to support surging data traffic and stupendously increasing broadband
services, coupled with a situation when we have one of the lowest spectrum allocations for the communications
sector in the world, needs urgent review. There are a wide variety of factors that determine success in spectrum
auctions.
There are many auction related variables that directly impact spectrum auctions. The reserve price of spectrum is
the most important factor that determines the success in auctions. The amount of radio spectrum held by Mobile
Network Operators (MNOs) at the time, the timing of auctions, the carrier size offered in auctions all significantly
affect the amount of spectrum procured by MNOs.

FIGURE I - COUNTRY WISE PRESENT SPECTRUM ALLOCATION STATUS FOR MOBILE WIRELESS
SERVICES (IN MHZ)

Source: BIF analysis, September 2018
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TABLE I - RECENT SPECTRUM AUCTIONS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Source: Country Regulator and Operator Websites, BIF Analysis
Spectrum price in India is an important factor that can translate the auction into a success or failure. In a pricesensitive market such as India, a primary reason for spectrum remaining unsold is the high reserve price that
makes the business case unviable and unsustainable. This aspect is covered in detail in Section 4 of the report as
to how high reserve price has led to unenthusiastic response to auctions in India.
Another critical factor that determines success in spectrum auctions is the amount of spectrum currently assigned
to the industry as the law of diminishing returns comes into play. The general rule is that when more and more
units of a variable input are employed on a given quantity of fixed inputs, the total output may initially increase at
greater rates, plateau, and eventually increase at diminishing rates. An important criterion for spectrum getting
sold can be that the current assignments are not enough to cater to the communication networks. In India 185
MHz of spectrum has been allocated for communications sector, far below the level of 370 MHz in the United
States, 296 MHz in France and 260 MHz in China. Many developed nations across the world have assigned spectral
resources far in excess of the quantum that is available to Indian Telecom Service Providers. Moreover, in most of
these countries, the spectrum allocations for communications sector are continually increasing. For a country with
a large population as well as high density of population coupled with rapidly growing mobile usage, low spectrum
allocation is an enormous problem that constraints the coverage as well as quality of services. This would also
then indicate that the potential of success for future spectrum auctions in India is significant and immense, for the
exchequer, the industry and the Indian consumer.
In a fast-evolving technological sector, the value that spectrum commands today may greatly diminish over even
short periods of time. When the 3G auctions happened in 2100 MHz band initially in 2010, operators saw value and
bought all available spectrum at a premium. However, not all the spectrum available in 2100 MHz was offered with
5 MHz of spectrum held back by the Government. When it was later offered for sale in 2016 auctions, there were no
takers as the sector was already moving towards 4G. The global history of untimely auctions is riddled with cases
of ineffective utilization of this public resource.
For operators that are required to bid for non-optimum or less than adequate carrier size, the added network cost
may be sufficient to discourage their participation altogether in an auction.
At the same time, roadmaps or plans for future auctions are also an important factor that MNOs take into
consideration when participating in auctions. Similarly, the macro-economic situation as well as the financial state
of the sector will have a bearing on spectrum auctions. The time to identify the legacy issues caused by these
factors and find solutions to overcome them is now.
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3. NEED FOR REVISION OF SPECTRUM PRICES
The greatest value of radio spectrum lies in its usage. Idle or unused spectrum benefits neither the government,
nor the economy, society or consumers and results in an irretrievable loss. It delays socio-economic mobility,
especially in developing economies. There is a need to strike a balance between short-term, upfront revenue
generation and the indirect long-term socio-economic gains that accrue as a by-product of a thriving
communications sector. The price of radio spectrum is key to any efforts that attempt to balance these priorities.
Given to significant & positive impact of the communications sector on the economy and society, as well as
modern challenges associated with a globalized lifestyle, reform in spectrum prices arises as prime candidate for
regulatory & policy transformation for India. There is a growing need for the revision of spectrum prices due to
several factors.
GROWING IMPORTANCE OF DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS ESPECIALLY IN THE CURRENT COVID-19
SCENARIO
COVID-19 is reshaping parts of society, the corporate and the industrial world of work and the global economy in
many ways. The pandemic has put the impetus on digital communications to ensure connectivity in the lives of
consumers as well as for the continuity of businesses. The fallout of the above is a massive surge in data growth
which demands a commensurate increase in the supply of broadband services. Essential to address this is the need
to change our approach to the spectrum supply. Spectrum pricing is the most important element to ensure that
operators are able to procure adequate spectrum and run a viable business case.
ADVERSE IMPACT ON CONSUMERS
High spectrum costs lower the incentives to invest in network expansion and upgrades and lead to higher
consumer prices. In price sensitive markets such as India this adverse impact on consumers can significantly delay
the both the rollout as well as the eventual adoption of new services. The lost consumer surplus far outweighs any
gain from auction revenues3.

FIGURE II - CONSUMER SURPLUS IMPACT OF PRICE REDUCTION

Source: Marsden, R., Ihle, H.-M., & Traber, P. (2017). The Impact of High Spectrum Costs on Mobile
Network Investment and Consumer Prices. NERA Economic Consulting

Marsden, R., Ihle, H.-M., & Traber, P. (2017). The Impact of High Spectrum Costs on Mobile Network Investment
and Consumer Prices. NERA Economic Consulting, available at https://www.nera.com/content/dam/nera/
publications/2017/PUB_High_Spectrum_Costs_0517.pdf
3
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FIGURE III - IMPLIED SCOPE FOR NET GAINS IN CONSUMER SURPLUS FROM LOWER SPECTRUM
COSTS FOR SELECTED MEDIUM AND LOW-INCOME COUNTRIES

Source: Marsden, R., Ihle, H.-M., & Traber, P. (2017). The Impact of High Spectrum Costs on Mobile
Network Investment and Consumer Prices. NERA Economic Consulting
A reduction in spectrum costs can support a reduction in consumer prices for mobile data. This, in turn, should lead
to an increase in the quantity of data services consumed. This is illustrated using a standard demand curve (see
Figure II). The gain in surplus for consumers is equal to the blue shaded area. This consists of a transfer of surplus
from producers to consumers (area A) owing to price competition, and previously unrealized surplus (B) generated
by the increase in the quantity consumed. In effect, surplus that producers would have otherwise retained in order
to fund spectrum costs (area A) is, in the counterfactual scenario of lower spectrum costs, competed away through
lower prices. The resulting expansion in consumption also enables society to reclaim additional surplus (area B)4.
The aggregate gain in consumer surplus from reducing spectrum costs to the median level across the countries
may reduce government revenues, but would yield far superior welfare gains for Indian consumers, estimated at a
staggering USD 48/pop5.
LOWER INCOME SECTIONS DEPRIVED OF THE BENEFITS OF TECHNOLOGY
In case auctions are not successful, spectrum is not fully sold or is priced very high, the ones most disadvantaged
are the weaker sections of society as they are deprived of the benefits associated with the adoption of
communications technology. For developing nations that still have a large unconnected population, such as in
the case of India, the success of an auction over the medium term must be determined by improvements in the
penetration of services to unconnected communities and regions. Lesser spectrum allocation to the sector results
in services not reaching to weaker as well as remote/rural subscribers due to higher price of the service offering or
high cost of roll-out. An overload of subscribers per MHz of radio spectrum, as would be emblematic of spectrum
starved regimes, may even manifest as generally poor quality of services.

4

Ibid

5

Ibid
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DIRECT AND INDIRECT BENEFITS FROM SPECTRUM USAGE
The sale of spectrum results in direct upfront revenue generation as well as the indirect long-term socio-economic
gains. Through auctions held since 2010, the Government has been able to sell spectrum worth INR 3.3 lakh crores
(USD 47.14 Billion6)(Table II).
It should be noted that over and above the sale of spectrum, the Government also gains through license fees,
spectrum usage charge (SUC) and service tax (GST). The Government has gained over INR 1.24 lakh crores (USD
17.71 Billion), INR 0.54 lakh crores (USD 7.71 Billion) and INR 2.04 lakh crores (USD 29.14 Billion) through license
fee, SUC and service tax over the same period (Table III).
There are many indirect benefits that flow from the use of radio spectrum by communications service providers.
Many studies have also established the quantitative relationship between usage of mobile, broadband &
applications and socio-economic gains. According to a report by ICRIER7, a 10% increase in mobile penetration
delivers a 1.9% increase in the rate of State GDP growth. Further, a 10% increase in Internet subscriptions results
in a 3.2% increase in output. Another report8 from the institute reveals that internet applications contributed at
minimum 1.4 lakh crores (USD 20 Billion) to India’s GDP in 2015-16 rising to INR 18 lakh crores (USD 257.14 Billion)
by 2020. According to a WIK report9, each user of Applications in India receives on average $249 (~INR 16,000) of
consumer surplus annually. Applied to the total population, this number stands at $74 (~INR 4,800) per capita. The
benefit from the use of the radio spectrum should be assessed in terms of total overall socio-economic benefit.
The empowerment of a common man, provided by a cellular phone in his/her hand, is tremendous and difficult to
assess. The economic benefits of improved connectivity in general, facilitating Banking, Aadhar and many other
aspects, are again extraordinarily complex and difficult to assess. Even for simple improvement of connectivity,
without the private operators, might have required INR 7 lac crores (USD 100 Billion) (at a modest Rs 10,000 per
line for 700 million lines/connections, as compared to Rs 30,000 per line around 1995).
ECONOMIC LOSS CAUSED DUE TO UNSOLD SPECTRUM
Against the background of the above, one can make back of the envelope calculation of economic losses caused

TABLE II - BID AMOUNTS IN INDIAN SPECTRUM AUCTIONS

Source: DoT, BIF Analysis

6

1 USD = INR 70

Kathuria, R., Kedia, M., Sekhani, R., & Krishna, U. (2018). Growth Dividends of Digital Communications. New Delhi, India:
ICRIER & Broadband India Forum.

7

Kathuria, R., Kedia, M., Varma, G. S., & Bagchi, K. (2017). Estimating the Value of Internet New Generation Based
Applications in India. New Delhi, India: ICRIER & Broadband India Forum.
8

Arnold, R., Hildebrandt, C., Kroon, P., & Taş, P. (2017). The economic and societal value of Rich Internet Applications in
India. New Delhi, India: WIK & Broadband India Forum.
9
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TABLE III - CONTRIBUTION TO EXCHEQUER – LICENSE FEE, SUC AND SERVICE TAX

Source: DoT, BIF Analysis

due to spectrum remaining unsold (explained below). A very conservative estimate shows that the idle spectrum in
India has caused an economic loss of INR 5.40 lakh crores (USD 77.14 Billion). This is a rough estimate and actual
losses may far exceed this figure.
In the last auctions held in October 2016, also deemed to be India’s largest spectrum sale, more than 1300 MHz of
radio spectrum (approximately 59%) remained unsold. The unrealized potential of this amount of radio spectrum
is significant. Adopting a conservative approach, India had 762 million active mobile connections in 2016 served
by over 3800 MHz of spectrum allocated to licensees. By making a rough approximation, this would indicate that
1300 MHz spectrum – the idle unsold spectrum lying with the government, could enable connectivity to roughly
278 million additional active connections. 278 million active connections correspond to 21% of the total Indian
population. The number of connections which can be served by additional spectrum would be even larger as in
rural and sub-urban areas, all the spectrum is not used and theoretically, more than pro-rata number of customers
can be served / connected with the additional spectrum in these areas.
Applying the result of the ICRIER economic impact study that reveals that a 10% increase in tele-density leads to
an increase of 1.9% in GDP, the financial cost of this idle spectrum can be estimated at INR 5.40 lakh crores (USD
77.14 Billion) (Table IV). This is over 160% of the financial direct benefit of Rs 3.30 lakh crores (USD 47.14 Billion)
from all spectrum auctions so far. India would have realized the potential of this ‘idle’ spectrum had our past
auctions succeeded.
TABLE IV - ECONOMIC VALUE LOST DUE TO SPECTRUM LYING IDLE

Source: BIF Analysis

In effect, a balanced approach to spectrum pricing and allocation process could have resulted in collections above
INR 6 lakh crores (USD 85.71 Billion), even if half the potential spectrum lying idle was realized.
The socio-economic relevance of the technology and of such a figure is significant, especially for emerging nations
such as India. It is also important to take note that this estimated increase in national GDP is over and above the
increase that accrues to the national exchequer in exchange for the rights to use radio spectrum. It is therefore
imperative to review the whole approach towards spectrum pricing, understand the various issues related to
spectrum pricing, devise new economic incentives for bidders and adopt global best practices.
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4. SPECTRUM PRICING AND ISSUES
Spectrum price in India is an important factor that can translate the auction into a success or failure of radio
spectrum auctions. A primary reason for spectrum remaining unsold in Indian auctions is the high reserve price.
In spectrum auctions held since 2010 in India, there have been various factors resulting in different types of
behaviors and auctions outcomes. For instance, the 2010 auctions were held against the backdrop of the license
cancellation and there was no clear roadmap on spectrum availability or when auctions would be held next.
Spectrum had not been allocated since 2004, manifesting as a lot of pressure on quality of services. The operators
picked up 3G spectrum at over-enthusiastic prices because they deemed 3G was for offloading data and turn voice
on 2G spectrum. The German auction concluded within 24 hours of the Indian event in 2010 and revealed that the
Indian auction reserve prices were about 10 times higher than German prices.

FIGURE IV - BAND PRICE INTENSITY PER MHZ

Source: https://paragkar.com/
Over-enthusiasm in 2010 – Spectrum had not been released for a long-time. With no clear roadmap on
future availability, 3G auctions witnessed over-enthusiastic prices
Business Continuity in 2014 and 2015 – The pressure to renew licenses in various circles, led to pressure
to buy spectrum to continue business in the circles and led to high reserve price
Insufficient Spectrum in 800 MHz – Less supply led to over-enthusiastic bidding
700 MHz – Inadvertent error in determination of reserve price led to very high reserve price and there
were no takers for the band

Similarly, the next auctions of 900 MHz band in 2014 & 2015 can be termed as the renewal auctions as operators
whose licenses were expiring had to bid enormous amount to stay in business. This increased the pressure on
existing band holders to re-acquire spectrum, thereby artificially raising the price of spectrum disproportionately.
The 2016 auctions too were largely subdued with a large amount of spectrum left on the table. Reserve prices
were set too high and never curated to correct for the anomalies, resulting once again in large amounts of unsold
spectrum, with majority of closing bids that equaled the base reserve price.
THE NUMEROUS ISSUES AFFECTING RADIO SPECTRUM AUCTIONS IN INDIA
Low proportion of licensed spectrum sold: Except for the 2010 auctions, when all spectrum on offer was sold
due to scarcity and no roadmap of spectrum availability, spectrum has remained unsold in most subsequent
auctions. In 2014, 900 MHz got sold 100% because of license extension/renewal compulsions. Thus, it is the
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spectrum scarcity combined with license extension/renewal compulsions which led to spectrum sale in the initial
years. In 2016, whole of 700 MHz and 60% of the total spectrum put for sale remained unsold due to unreasonably
high prices. Despite the spectrum shortages faced by Indian telecom operators, acquisition of only 62% of what
was on offer, and at closing bids that hover slightly over the reserve price, if at all, clearly indicate that the Reserve
Price was set too high (Table V).
Few circles with premium over reserve price indicate no real market discovery: In most cases, when
spectrum was sold, the reserve price turned out to be clearing price. Hence, there was no discovery of market
prices. In the last auction, there were only 4 circles in 800 MHz, 6 Circles in 1800 MHz, 11 circles in 2300 MHz and
7 Circles in 2500 MHz where spectrum was sold at a premium over the reserve price (Tables VI-IX).
No correlation between prices and revenue: The value of licensed spectrum bears little resemblance to
market realities. There is no correlation of value amongst different bands in the same circle as well as band-wise
correlation amongst various circles (Figures V & VI).
No correlation between prices across bands: The prices of lower frequency bands are not always higher. Higher
revenue circles have lower prices than lower revenue circles (Figure VII).
Prices increasing exponentially: Reserve prices in various licensed bands have increased exponentially over the
years (Figures VIII & IX).
Anomaly in calculation of the price for 700 MHz band: The 2016 auction did not witness any sale of 700 MHz
due to high reserve price of 700 MHz band, which was set at 4x of the 1800 MHz band due to some inadvertent
calculation error (Table X). Basis the assumption that radio waves in 800 and 900 MHz band travelled 2 times
more compared with 1800 and 2100 MHz, 800 and 900 MHz band were priced at 2 times that of 1800 and 2100
MHz band. However, while calculating price of 700 MHz band, the price was linked with that of European Auctions
of 800 MHz and, even so, an inadvertent calculation error resulted in an exorbitantly high multiplier of 4x for 700
MHz, as shown in Table X above.
The above point is borne out also by an analysis of the auction results below (Table XI) which shows that the Indian

TABLE V - LOW PROPORTION OF SPECTRUM SOLD

Source: BIF Analysis
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700 MHz auction reserve price was effectively 46 times more than the US auction price of 600 MHz.
It can be seen from the above that, even with the exclusion of the results of the 700 MHz band auction, Indian
prices are above US levels by 9 times.
Indian spectrum prices are among the highest in the world while tariffs amongst the lowest: In 2010, in the
2100 MHz spectrum band, comparison with the German auction just then concluded within 24 hours of the Indian
event, revealed that the Indian auction reserve prices were about 10 times higher than German prices.

TABLES VI-IX - PREMIUM OVER RESERVE PRICE IN OCTOBER 2016 AUCTIONS

Source: BIF Analysis
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FIGURE V - NO CORRELATION BETWEEN PRICES AND REVENUE

FIGURE VI - 2010 3G PRICE VS INDUSTRY REVENUE

FIGURE VII - AUCTION PRICES ANOMALY

Source: https://paragkar.com/
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The tariffs, including internet/broadband, are among the lowest globally, if not the lowest, while the operators
have to procure most of their network equipment from outside at globally comparable prices. The low tariffs make
it difficult for them to cover even their operating expenses. For commercial sustainability of the sector and the

FIGURE VIII - BAND PRICE INTENSITY PER MHZ

FIGURE IX - INCREASE IN PRICES OF 800 MHZ, 900 MHZ, 1800 MHZ AND 2100 MHZ BANDS

Source: https://paragkar.com/
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TABLE X - ANOMALY IN CALCULATION OF THE PRICE FOR 700 MHZ BAND

Source: TRAI & https://paragkar.com/

service providers, the spectrum pricing, which is a natural, national resource and whose pricing is in the hands of
Government, can be kept low, in a transparent and non-discriminatory manner.
The designing of spectrum auction process has played an important part in final spectrum pricing/bids in an
auction. For instance, although various service areas are treated as separate entities for various purposes
including spectrum availability and security amounts for bidding eligibility, yet somehow the auction is considered
complete when demand in all areas is equal to or less than the available spectrum (in respective areas) and no
further bids are there in any of the service areas. If auction in an area can be considered complete when demand
in that area is equal to or less than the available spectrum for that area, the final spectrum prices might have been
lower.
TABLE XI - USA 600 MHZ AUCTION VS INDIA 700 MHZ AUCTION

Source: Country Regulator Websites and BIF Analysis
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TABLE XII - 5G SPECTRUM PRICE – INDIA PRICE (ARPU ADJUSTED) VERSUS RESPECTIVE
COUNTRY PRICE

For India, reserve price is used while for other countries, market price of 5G spectrum is used
ARPU of other countries basis Global Wireless Matrix Report 2016
Source: TRAI, Operator Websites, Country Regulator Websites
The issues that arose in spectrum auctions can be summarized as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Low proportion of spectrum sold
Few circles with premium over reserve price indicate no real market discovery
No correlation between prices and revenue
No correlation between prices across bands
Prices increasing exponentially
Anomaly in calculation of the price for 700 MHz band
Indian price among the highest in the world while tariffs are lowest in India

Urgent spectrum policy reform is required as we move toward 5G spectrum auctions. 5G’s massive capacity makes
it stand out in comparison to legacy technologies. The amount of 5G spectrum recommended in India stands at
175 MHz or less than one-third of the amount earmarked in the US. Like many other nations gearing up for the
transition to 5G, the US has recently announced an additional 100 MHz of mid band spectrum to boost future 5G
capacity, and to be made available expeditiously by the end of the summer10. In comparison to India’s 175 MHz,
US capacity for 5G spectrum now stands at a contiguous 530 megahertz of mid-band spectrum from 3450-3980
MHz. The present 5G Reserve Price (3.5 GHz band) at INR 492 crore/MHz (USD 70.29 Million) is out of line with
international norms. In absolute terms, the recommended price in India is 5 to 6 times higher than other countries.
Given significant differences in the per capita income and consumption patterns in different countries, the ARPU
variance needs to be factored in to bring parity. Instead of just comparing absolute prices, we need to look at the
same relatively and compare them on the revenue generating potential of spectrum in different countries, i.e.
in terms of ARPU adjusted USD cost per MHz per Pop, which is considered a more appropriate benchmark for
Telecom for country wide spectrum price comparisons. We are using ARPU adjusted USD cost per MHz per Pop
and not purchasing power parity adjusted USD cost per MHz per Pop as the use of spectrum is licensed to the
operators and the purchasing power of the operators need to be considered. The purchasing power of operators is
driven by the revenue generating potential of spectrum, i.e., ARPU and hence, ARPU adjusted cost helps to bring in
parity.
For instance, since the ARPU in the UK is 12.5 times of ARPU in India, a mobile user in UK contributes 12.5 times
more than Indian user (see table below). Accordingly, the Indian spectrum price (USD 0.051) rises to USD 0.641 by
applying the ARPU multiplier (UK ARPU/India ARPU), which in this case stands at 12.5. As a result, the real price
per MHz per population of 5G spectrum is about 4 times higher than USD 0.159 in UK. Similarly, India is about
4 times of South Korea and 8-9 times more than in Spain and Finland. On an average, India’s recommended 5G
Spectrum Price is at least 4 times higher than most countries.

United States Department of Defense, 2020. White House and DOD Announce Additional Mid-Band Spectrum
Available for 5G by the end of the Summer. [Online] Available at: https://www.defense.gov/Newsroom/Releases/
Release/Article/2307275/white-house-and-dod-announce-additional-mid-band-spectrum-available-for-5g-by-t/
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Mere price adjustments would not obviously suffice to address the above and a radical review of spectrum pricing
& valuation fundamentals is urgently required. The price discovered in the last auctions cannot be treated as a
market discovered price. The inputs to reserve price calculations include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Valuation methodologies
Mean of valuation methodologies
Auction Prices of past years.
Propagation weights of all spectrum bands
Index for past years

There is a need to critically review each of these parameters to correct the anomalies that have arisen in the
pricing of radio spectrum in India. The next few chapters deal with each of these parameters individually.
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5. APPROACHES USED FOR VALUATION OF SPECTRUM
An examination of approaches used for valuing radio spectrum valuation in the spectrum pricing recommendations
is warranted, especially since existing spectrum allocation and pricing results from many separate happenings that
date back to over two decades, and are no longer merited. While most legacy policies were justified at the time,
they now present a challenge to arriving at a true value of radio spectrum that reflects the potential of the modern
communications sector as the overall environment and circumstances have changed.
There is little doubt that the present circumstances are ripe for innovative solutions in Telecom. It is the
considered view of the authors of this paper that such innovations are being hampered by the high cost of
spectrum whose pricing is based on legacy. Such a high cost is stifling the expansion and introduction of
innovative solutions by existing market players and is also stifling competition by posing a huge entry barrier.
In an analysis of the manner of determination of spectrum prices by regulatory system, the authors here present
a case for determination of spectrum prices based on the relevant applicable model which leads to prices that are
affordable and justifiable. The saying that one does not cross the river by measuring the average depth is rightly
applicable in the matter of spectrum price determination.
In the matter of determination of spectrum pricing, an analysis of the approaches in the determination of the
valuation of spectrum is relevant. It is also the basis of price determination of the Regulator. It has been used in the
valuation of 1800 MHz band and the valuation of 1800 MHz band has been used in the determination of valuation
and reserve price of other spectrum bands. Therefore, a satisfactory determination of 1800 MHz band spectrum
valuation is vital going forward and to be as aligned with the regulatory recommendations so that deviations
proposed are intelligible and appropriate. Let us look at each of these approaches and understand their relevance.
PRODUCTION FUNCTION APPROACH
This approach involves estimating the value on the basis of a theoretical relationship between minutes of use, base
transceiver stations (BTS) and spectrum allocated (given by a Cobb Douglas production function) and a panel of
data for different operators for the period 2007-2012. The theoretical nature of the production function approach
and the assumption of optimal network deployment imply an inherent unreliability of results.
The use of the neoclassical production function for regional applications, especially for demonstrating the
theoretical effectiveness of agglomeration economies in agriculture has also been repeatedly called out for
producing ineffective11 and inaccurate results12. Some have even argued that the “conditions necessary to aggregate
microproduction functions into an aggregate production function are so stringent that in all probability the aggregate
production function does not even exist.13” These economists argue that the good statistical fits commonly found
empirically can be adequately traced back to biases in the design of the function and variable inputs. They urge
caution in its use since it “cannot be regarded as providing evidence of the underlying technological structure of
the spatial economy, including the aggregate elasticity of substitution, the degree of returns to scale, and the rate of
technical progress.14”
This approach is relevant, where the circles are separated between potentially high spectrum using urban
areas and low spectrum demand rural areas; the requirement of bandwidth of spectrum is also capable of being
demanded according to the usage requirement. However, in our system, only in the Metros of Delhi, Mumbai and
Kolkata are the spectrum allocated separately from the spectrum in rest of the state (Delhi Circle is predominantly
urban). In all other LSAs, the spectrum is allocated over a circle that comprises both limited urban areas and large
rural areas. Also, the spectrum is allocated in definite ‘blocks’ (except residual block of spectrum). In an LSA, there
is no flexibility either in determining the area for which the spectrum can be demanded or the quantity other
than the pre-determined blocks. Despite the limitations, this approach is relevant to urban (metro) circles where
requirement of spectrum demanded over the circle can potentially be used efficiently over the entire area.
Felipe, J. & McCombie, J., 2014. The Aggregate Production Function: ‘Not Even Wrong’, Review of Political Economy,
26:1, 60-84
11

Felipe, J. & McCombie, J., 2012. Problems with Regional Production Functions and Estimates of Agglomeration
Economies: A Caveat Emptor for Regional Scientists, New York: Levy Economics Institute of Bard College.
12
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Therefore, this approach is relevant only in the range where the production function of spectrum - BTS
substitution is relevant and possible. Also, the spectrum availability is sufficiently large to provide it in lieu of
BTS usage – the cost-benefit analysis favors spending on spectrum. In our country, where the spectrum - BTS
substitutability range is saturated – no more BTSs can be installed due to technical reasons (as generally happens
in the dense urban areas), additional spectrum does not go to substitute for BTS but can enhance the quality of
coverage and not as a substitute for BTS.
It may be noted that even in the three metros, the density of usage has stretched the limits of the spectrum
usage and increased BTS use has reduced the relevance of the Production Function approach. Therefore, having
spectrum is a requirement for improved services tending towards the Revenue Surplus Approach as a more
appropriate option.
In these circumstances, the Production Function approach is not suited for the determination of reserve price even
in the context of the nature of requirements of the urban (Metro) areas, in the present stage of development of the
telecom eco-system in the country.
PRODUCER SURPLUS APPROACH
This approach suffers the same problems as in the Production Function approach described above. Even if
optimized at the start based on the model and spectrum secured, the model fails to provide additional spectrum
when required - it may either not be available in an auction or it cannot be procured to address the requirement
especially when active spectrum sharing is not permissible or not possible due to any technical reasons; and
therefore cannot be procured in any area from others willing to share; the lump available in an auction over a
Circle may not be viable over a limited area where additional spectrum is required. Further, changes in technology
completely changes both the bandwidth requirement and nature of equipment making optimization of equipment
for the spectrum a difficult exercise since the phenomenon of equipment replacement or additional spectrum
requirement on grounds of changes in technology or efficiency requirements or newly introduced regulatory
standards are not built into the model.
Hence the Production Surplus Approach is unsuited to the determination of Reserve Price in the context of the
nature of auctions, the indivisibility of the spectrum available at auctions, technical obsolescence, and improved
customer service regulatory standards.
MULTIPLE REGRESSION APPROACH
This Approach is a useful statistical tool establishing a link between many variables. It requires lot of data, a
minimum of about 30 data sets. In the present context, only limited data below the threshold requirement is
available for a meaningful use of this Approach. Hence, this method is unsuited to the determination of Reserve
price of Spectrum at this stage.
REVENUE SURPLUS APPROACH
This approach analyses the spectrum price from the business point of view - the estimate of the value of the
spectrum (spectrum price) from the perspective of an access service provider willing to invest in spectrum to
realize the net revenue potential/revenue surplus from the GSM segment over the license period horizon of the
spectrum.
Since, it simulates the business condition of net revenue potential, taking into account the quantum of spectrum
to be allocated, the license period, the spatial distribution of rural and urban areas, it is a reasonable method to
determine the reserve price. The variability in condition arises out of the fact that existing entity bidding for the
spectrum while having some of it already may see greater value and hence offer a higher price. With competition,
this will reach levels of maximum value and may vary for different players in the same circle. Hence, this approach
can be the basis to determine the reserve price of spectrum because it captures the prevailing market situation.
The regulatory spectrum pricing recommendations suggest use of the average of the four approaches as the basis
for determination of reserve price on the ground of equal probability of occurrence of each of the approaches.
There is no evidence furnished that each of the approaches is equally plausible. Indeed, as discussed above, the
other three approaches have little applicability in the present situation of the telecom eco-system. Hence, the
assumption of ‘equal probability of occurrence of each of the approaches’ is questionable.
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The four approaches are a method of simulating near practical situations and depend on the type of the ecosystem envisaged. In the present eco-system, it is felt that the Revenue Surplus Approach is probably closest to
simulating the prevalent eco-system conditions. The other approaches are not likely to be simulated given the
eco-system of disposal of the spectrum by the auction system envisaged. Hence, it is recommended that the
Revenue Surplus Approach is a more appropriate method for Reserve Price determination given the Indian facts
and circumstances.
An Approach is based on certain underlying assumptions of the eco-system and assuming an average of multiple
approaches does not define the eco-system or enhance its understanding in any manner. Among the approaches,
the Revenue Surplus Approach approximates the Telecom Eco-system much closer than other approaches and
may by itself form the basis of Reserve Price since other Approaches do not, in the given facts and circumstances
appropriately define the prevailing eco-system. Therefore, there is no need to distort it by consideration of
approaches less relevant to the facts and circumstances of the eco-system. Also, the Average of the Approaches,
which in itself is a compromise, is not as much representative as a specific approach (Revenue Surplus Approach)
in the circumstances, nor does it enhance the understanding of market dynamics in the facts and circumstances of
the eco-system under which the spectrum is auctioned.
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6. USE OF MEAN
While we recommend that the Revenue Surplus Approach is closest to simulating the prevalent eco-system
conditions and the other approaches may not be appropriate, the question of averaging does not arise. But if at
all averaging is required in case multiple valuation approaches are used, averaging using mean poses yet another
problem for arriving at a true value of spectrum.
There is significant variation in valuation arrived across methods. For example, estimates using the multipleregression method are significantly higher than the other methods for many service areas. In the absence of
details on the method and data used, it is hard to comment on the reasons that cause significant variations. Given
the valuations, the use of mean (average) as a measure of central tendency to determine reserve prices is not
appropriate as there is a disproportionate impact of the outliers on the average value. In a normally distributed
sample, the mean is the preferred measure of central tendency because it includes all values in the data set for
its calculation, and any change in any of the scores will affect the value of the mean. When the data is skewed, the
median is generally considered to be better or in other words, when data is non-normal, it is customary to use the
median instead of the mean. Therefore, the median value is far more appropriate to use for aggregating the prices
emanating out of various models.
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7. LAST AUCTION PRICE AS REFERENCE POINT
The Reserve price has been increasing significantly through the years due to linking previous auction prices
and applying an indexing measure over it and has never been curated across bands & circles. This contradicts
the economic law of diminishing returns, since in the case of spectrum auctions in India, the reserve prices have
only gone up over the course of time due to the way auctions are designed. The use of the winning price from the
previous spectrum auction as the reserve price for the next is also questionable, given its potential to distort
market prices and hinder the comeptitive discovery of prices desired from spectrum auctions in the first place.
High and distorted reserve prices, coupled with forced bidding (to protect existing business), have effectively
destroyed the value of spectrum acquired in Indian spectrum auctions. Such high costs diminish investment
incentives & stifle expansion, effectively delay the introduction of innovative solutions by existing market players
and block competition by imposing a significant entry barrier.
During any auction, the market forces play their part to determine / arrive at the final bid price. Hence, even if the
‘Reserve Price’ is kept low, there is hardly any risk of spectrum not getting its rightful market value at the end of
the auction.
As per the spectrum pricing recommendations, the auction determined price of October 2016 represent the
bidders’ preferred price for spectrum put to auction in the licensed service area (LSA). However, most of the
spectrum in 800 MHz, 1800 MHz, 2100 MHz, 2300 MHz and 2500 MHz was sold at the Reserve Price in most
LSAs.
The argument is that the price determined as a result of the auction is the available indicator of the spectrum (last)
market price. It is pertinent to note that spectrum sold at reserve price with a single bidder can hardly be said to
be fair market price. It is virtually an ‘administered price’ purchased by the bidder at an auction - since there is no
choice or option to bid below the reserve price. To the extent, the market fixes the reserve prices and the bidders
are not allowed to bid below it, the reserve price is de-facto the least market price. In summary, the last auction
determined market price of any product is not relevant as a basis of reserve price at the succeeding auction if it is
simply the reserve price at the last auction and invariably obtained through a single bidder.
The use of auction price at the last auction indexed at MCLR rate, as a valuation methodology is relevant where
the rates are competitively determined. It is noted that these are effectively ‘administered rates’ and not through
competitive bidding at all. This is demonstrated by the fact that the spectrum was ‘auctioned’ at the Reserve
Price in most LSAs barring three (in the 1800 MHz band). It may be seen that the Auction Price at the last auction
indexed at MCLR rate is far higher than any of the valuation methodologies implying that it is an ‘extreme’ outlier
and will distort the average significantly, even if the average of the methodologies including indexed-last-auctionprice is relied on as a measure of valuation.
Annexure-1 of this paper presents a band-wise analysis of whether spectrum was sold in the circles, whether last
auction price is acceptable as RP for succeeding auction and the variation of last auction price duly indexed from
Revenue Surplus Approach price. In most of the cases, it emerges that last auction price is not acceptable as RP
for succeeding auction.
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8. VALUATION IS NOT USED WHILE DETERMINING RESERVE PRICE IN MOST
CASES
The valuation of the spectrum in the 700 MHz, 800 MHz, 900 MHz, and 2100 MHz bands is determined by applying
technical efficiency factors viz-a-viz 1800 MHz Spectrum. Presently, there are no serious challenges to this
assumption. But the correct yardstick for the determination of valuation of Reserve Price for 1800 MHz becomes
crucial.
The yardstick for the determination of Reserve Price as per the spectrum pricing recommendations is as follows –
the reserve price (for 800 MHz, 900 MHz, 1800 MHz and 2100 MHz bands):
should be higher of the two figures – 80% of the average valuation of spectrum band in the LSA or
the price realized in the October 2016 auction (duly indexed);
2. in LSAs where no spectrum was offered in October 2016 auctions, reserve price should be 80% of
average valuation; and
3. in LSAs where spectrum was offered in October 2016 auction but remained entirely unsold, the reserve
price should be lower of the figures – 80% of average valuation or the reserve price as fixed in October
2016 auction.
1.

It is seen that the average valuations estimated through the four approaches in the spectrum pricing
recommendations are far below the price realized in the 2016 auctions in the 1800 MHz band. Therefore, the
Reserve Price is not based on the Valuations estimated through any of the Approaches (it has been recommended
above that the Revenue Surplus Approach is most relevant approach) which are far lower than the Indexed
last-Auction Price (80% of that average will be even lower than the Indexed last-auction Price). The evaluation
criterion favors the price secured at the last auction (2016 auctions). In a depressed market, where theoretical
analyses provide indications of the falling valuations, the criteria for Reserve Price fixation fails to take note or
factor the downside in the industry and favors retention of gains of the previous auction and skews it further
through indexation based on MCLR, which is not relevant to facts and circumstances of the telecom industry.
Thus, the present methodology of calculating RP is unreasonable as it does not rely much on fresh valuation of
spectrum. The reserve prices can be referenced back to the last auction only if the auction was held no more
than a year ago. In case the spectrum is auctioned after a gap of more than a year of last auctions, spectrum
must be valued afresh to take into account current market structures and conditions. However, in case of present
determination of Reserve Price, though fresh valuation has been computed for each circle, it is not applied to all
circles. In circles where spectrum was sold in last auction, indexation using SBI PLR has been done for computing
the Reserve Price. This has led to a situation where reserve price for 19 out of 22 circles has been computed using
indexation and valuation methods have been simply ignored.

FIGURE X - DETERMINATION OF RESERVE PRICE IN INDIA

Source: TRAI
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9. INDEX RATE
The Marginal cost of funds based lending rates (MCLR) is used for indexation. This rate is used to Index upwards
the last auction price. Simply stated, it means that the Reserve Price based on last auction price is merely the time
value of unsold spectrum at the last auction. The underlying assumption is that spectrum value can only go up, it
can never go down. While the concept of Indexation is accepted as a useful method for price determination, it is
subject to certain important assumptions - the underlying basis of the original determination of the Reserve Price
is theoretically sound and such determination is valid even presently, the last auction price has been based on
fair competition (players are subject to different business pressures or motivations – such as to protect existing
business, new entrant, predatory business action) and, the index itself is relevant.
In the instant case, the MCLR is actually a surrogate index. This surrogate index may not be reasonably
representing the Telecom Sector market dynamics. While MCLR is designed to capture the financial sector
dynamics particularly lending rates, it does not mirror or even closely represent the Telecom Sector dynamics. The
Regulator in UK has developed a Telecom Index. From the financial data of the telecom companies over the last
three-four years, there is little doubt that the Industry is in financial stress. Therefore, MCLR as a basis for indexing
spectrum prices does not reflect industry dynamics. In effect by applying MCLR indexed rate, we are suggesting
that there has been a similar growth in revenues less spectrum costs, which is not representative of reality.
Therefore, while MCLR may be the basis for representing financial sector dynamics at any point in time, its
application as a surrogate index for telecom sector is inappropriate with regard to the dynamics of the telecom
business. With Indian telecom sector not having the benefit of a formal Telecom Index, the closest surrogate
index for a time series for Reserve Price indexation may be the consumer price index of (Transport and) telecom
services.
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10. SOLUTIONS FOR REACHING REASONABLE RESERVE PRICE FOR NEXT
AUCTIONS
Under the Connect India Mission, NDCP 2018 sets out a clear strategy of recognizing Spectrum as a key natural
resource for public benefit to achieve India’s socio-economic goals, ensure transparency in allocation and
optimize availability and utilization . This includes making adequate spectrum available to be equipped for the new
broadband era by:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Identifying and making available new Spectrum bands for Access and Backhaul segments for timely
deployment and growth of 5G networks.
Making available harmonized and contiguous spectrum required for deployment of next generation access
technologies
Further liberalizing the spectrum sharing, leasing and trading regime
Coordinating with Government departments for freeing underutilised/substitutable spectrum, and its
assignment along with unutilised spectrum for efficient and productive use
Optimal Pricing of Spectrum to ensure sustainable and affordable access to Digital Communications
Simplifying the process of obtaining permissions from various agencies such as WPC and SACFA in order to
promote efficiency
Enabling Light Touch licensing/ de-licensing of spectrum for broadband proliferation
Promoting the co-use/ secondary use of spectrum
Constituting a Spectrum Advisory Team (SAT) consisting of experts, industry and academia to facilitate the
identification of new bands, applications and efficiency measures to catalyse innovation and efficient spectrum
management

Thus, optimal pricing of spectrum is an important for making adequate spectrum available for broadband era.
Currently, the prices emanating out of past auction are erratic and arbitrary. Calculating reserve prices correctly is
crucial for ensuring a properly designed auction. It must be such that it is able to steer the auction “price discovery
system” to reflect the optimal value of the “band” and the “circle” in question. The formula for calculating reserve
price must be declared in advance, which can help in:
1. Avoiding/minimizing bidding distortions
2. promoting responsible bidding
3. ensuring optimal prices
The designing of spectrum auction process has played an important part in final spectrum pricing/bids in an
auction. For instance, although various service areas are treated as separate entities for various purposes,
including spectrum availability and security amounts for bidding eligibility, yet somehow the auction is considered
complete when demand in all areas is equal to or less than the available spectrum (in respective areas) and no
further bids are there in any of the service areas. If auction in an area can be considered complete when demand
in that area is equal to or less than the available spectrum for that area, the final spectrum prices might have been
lower.
The present methodologies need to be corrected for the following anomalies:
1.

Using incorrect price escalation metric: Telecom business does not correlate with financial business. MCLR is a
reflection of financial business and not telecom.
2. Using last auction price as a reference for market determine price
3. Using mean (instead of median) for aggregating the prices emanating out of various models. Median is the
correct statistical tool for aggregation and not mean.
The inputs needed for calculating reserve price for future auctions are:
1. Auction Prices of all past years.
2. Propagation weights of all spectrum bands
3. Cost Inflation Index for past years
Figure XI shows the reserve price under various approaches and different scenarios for 1800 MHz and discounting
factor to the prices determined under the present recommendations.
It can be clearly observed that the value of the reserve price gets discounted by a factor of 42% without digressing
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FIGURE XI - RESERVE PRICE DETERMINATION BY VALUATION METHOD

Source: https://paragkar.com/5g-global/
from the present approach when the median is used.
VALUATION OF SPECTRUM IN THE 1800 MHZ BAND
For the valuation of spectrum in the 1800 MHz band, the revenue surplus approach is most appropriate.
Indexation is not required as we have recommended that reserve price should not be referenced back to the last
auction price. However, if required, any indexation should be done using the cost inflation index.
The spectrum pricing recommendations suggest a reserve price to valuation ratio of 80%. This is another factor
that results in high reserve price and may lead to unsuccessful auctions. The reserve prices should be set at levels
that are high enough to keep non-serious bidders at bay, but low enough to achieve vibrant price discovery. Since,
reserve price is just the starting point of auctions, we recommend a reserve price to valuation ratio of 50% and let
the market forces determine how the final auction prices pan out and lead to true market discovery of prices.
For valuation and reserve price of other bands, the following is recommended.
900 MHZ BAND
Under the present recommendations, the price of 900 MHz spectrum is the simple average of:
•
•
•
•

Economic premium over 1800 MHz plus average valuation of 1800 MHz band,
1.5 times of average valuation of 1800 MHz band
2 times of average valuation of 1800 MHz band
Auction determined price of 800 MHz band (October 2016 duly indexed).

Considering 1.5 times or 2 times of average valuation (higher of Achieved Price - October 2016 auction (duly
indexed) and Average (mean) Value) of 1800 MHz) as a valuation methodology is questionable. Based on present
technology and usage, an economic premium over 1800Mhz plus average valuation of 1800 MHz appears to be
reasonable and therefore acceptable as an approach. In the circumstances, there is no need for any reference to
the auction price of 800 MHz band.
800 MHZ BAND
The Valuation approaches in this Band also suffers from the same problems as in the case of the 900 MHz band.
With regard to 4G/LTE technologies, spectrum in the 700-900 MHz bands represents a continuum. Therefore, a
factor of 2 applied for this spectrum band 700-900 MHz may be reasonable. Therefore, the Reserve price for the
700-900 MHz may be 2 times the Reserve price for the 1800 MHz band.
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2100, 2300 AND 2500 MHZ BANDS
Likewise, 2100, 2300, and 2500 MHz bands represent a set of spectrum bands that can be reasonably considered
together with regard to usage in 4G/LTE networks. Therefore, a factor of 0.83 applied to these spectrum bands on
the Reserve Price of 1800 MHz band may be reasonable as suggested in the recommendation of 2100 MHz. Hence,
the Reserve price of these bands may be 0.83 times the Reserve Price of 1800 MHz.
3300-3600 MHZ BANDS
This Band is for 5G applications. The 5G eco-system is evolving in this band. The spectrum pricing
recommendations propose an index of 0.3 which in the present understanding of technical factors relating to 5G
systems is fair and reasonable. Hence the Reserve price of spectrum in this band may be 0.30 times the Reserve
price of the 1800 MHz band. It is pertinent to note that while it is recommended to benchmark valuation of other
bands where eco-system and past auction experience is available to 1800 MHz band but for newer bands where no
past experience is available, it is also worthwhile to take into account the international experience and set reserve
prices which are in line with international norms.
The valuation per MHz of 1800 MHz spectrum in revenue surplus method is INR 1647 crore (USD 235.29 Million).
Depending upon the reserve price to valuation ratio and by applying the technical factor of 0.3, we can calculate
the per MHz reserve price of 3.5 GHz. This is lower than the 3.5 GHz price of INR 492 crores (USD 70.29 Million)
FIGURE XII - APPROPRIATE METHOD TO DETERMINE THE VALUE OF THE 3600 MHZ BAND

Source: BIF Analysis

recommended by TRAI but still higher as compared to international norms - price of 3.5 GHz band recommended
in India is on average 3-4 times higher than other countries. So, a reasonable price of 3.5 GHz band should be set
in line with international norms.
HIGH SPECTRUM USAGE CHARGE (SUC)
Spectrum Usage Charge (SUC) prima facie may not appear to be an auction variable, but is prescribed in India
by the DoT in the Notice Inviting Applications (NIA)15 & guidelines for auction & allotment of spectrum16 as a
recurring charge that scales with the amount of spectrum acquired by awardees. SUC is therefore an important
auction variable in India that operators have to take into consideration when bidding in auctions, as well as when
considering future network expansion with acquired spectral resources.
At present, a high SUC of 3-5% of AGR remains a primary concern for industry. The concept of charging high AGR

Department of Telecommunications, Government of India, 2013. Auction of Spectrum in 1800MHz and 900MHz Bands.
[Online] Available at: https://dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/NIA_Spectrum_Auction_January_2014.pdf

15

Department of Telecommunications, Government of India, 2013. Guidelines for Auction and Allotment of Spectrum in
1800MHz, 900MHz and 800 MHz bands. [Online] Available at: https://dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/22-1-13_0.pdf
16
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based SUC goes back to 1990s and 2000s and was appropriate since spectrum was then bundled with the license
and high charge was prescribed ostensibly to prevent hoarding of spectrum. Since 2010, the spectrum has been
allocated through open and transparent auction at the winning price and in 2012 spectrum was separated from
the license. Thus, charging SUC is a double whammy for operators as it leads to double taxation. In most countries,
once the spectrum price has been paid through auctioning or other methods, the spectrum charges are set to just
recover the cost of administering and regulating the spectrum which would normally be a very reasonable sum.
The annual budget of WPC Wing and Wireless Monitoring Organization (FY20, including the cost of machinery
and equipment, buildings, etc.) is Rs 78.5 crore (USD 11.21 Million). If we add the pension expenditure, the figure
comes to about Rs 200 crore (USD 28.57 Million). This is just 0.1% of the revenue. As this cost includes the cost of
regulating spectrum, SUC must be fixed at a nominal rate.
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11. CONCLUSION
There appear to be significant difficulties, challenges & inaccuracies posed as a result of the current methodology
for valuing spectrum in India. These may have arisen at different points in time and in different circumstances
over several years. While these might have been relevant or required at those times, many legacy issues and
environmental factors have changed significantly since then. Hence it would be advantageous for India to revisit
the methodology followed and make appropriate revisions.
India’s open & transparent auction methodology must be reinforced with a kind of market-based mobile access
spectrum management that allows for the fair discovery of the market value for spectrum, with reserve prices
playing a pivotal role in the success of auctions.
Auctions can be deemed successful only when both, a large amount of the total spectrum put up for auction
is sold, and when the clearing price is significantly higher than the reserve price. Maximizing the success of
auctions on the other hand is a function of a wide variety of factors such as the macro-economic situation, sectoral
performance and various auction related variables including reserve price, amount of spectrum already allocated
to operators, the total spectrum allocation for radio communications services, the timing of auctions, and carrier
size. In the case of India, evidence highlighted in this report reveals the clear and present need to review the
auction rules for reserve prices. We find the current reserve price determination framework to be out-of-line with
international norms and show it to be a primary cause for the non-discovery of market prices in recent auctions.
Reserve prices should be set at levels that are high enough to keep non-serious bidders at bay, but low enough to
achieve vibrant price discovery.
We also find the NDCP 2018 prioritizing similar policy objectives to optimize the availability and utilization of
spectrum. A key area of action under the policy includes the development of a transparent and fair policy for
spectrum assignment and allocation, making spectrum adequately available for the upcoming broadband era,
allowing for its efficient utilization, and promoting next generation access technologies. This includes the optimal
pricing of spectrum to ensure sustainable and affordable access to Digital Communications - a priority that is
central to the findings of our report.
We find that amongst the many approaches used for valuing radio spectrum, the revenue surplus approach is
most suitable for and analogous to the current conditions and is therefore a more appropriate method for Reserve
Price determination given the Indian market & its structure. In cases where limited data is available from the
Indian context, such as the upcoming 5G spectrum auctions, we recommend the use of international benchmarks,
suitably adjusted (ARPU adjusted) for the Indian market. We argue that the last auction determined market price
of any product is not relevant as a basis of reserve price in subsequent auction, especially if spectrum is acquired
at a value that equals the reserve price at the last auction and invariably obtained through a single bidder. We also
demonstrate that the current methodology of calculating reserve prices is unreasonable as it does not rely much
on a fresh valuation of spectrum. Reserve prices can be referenced back to winning bids from prior auctions only if
the auction was held no more than a year ago, and in all other cases, must be valued afresh to consider prevailing
market structures and conditions.
Other experts also agree that Indian auction design/rules need to be reviewed17, and unanimously agree that
setting reserve prices for successful outcomes must be the underlying focus for policy makers. The use of MCLR
for indexing is also found to be inappropriate in this regard. India currently follows a Simultaneous Multi-Round
Ascending Auction (SMRA) which, while providing the option of price discovery, also poses an aggregation risk.
Combinatorial Clock Auctions (CCA), are a popular alternative as they avoid aggregation risks and are arguably
more efficient. A combination of formats can also be explored18.
It is our finding that mere price adjustments would not suffice to address spectrum management concerns in India
and a comprehensive review of spectrum pricing & valuation fundamentals is recommended. We also provide an
analysis of the many approaches used for valuing radio spectrum, and make specific recommendations for reforms
and propose actionable pricing strategies. We summarize our recommendations in the table that follows.

Kathuria, R., Kedia, M., Sekhani, R., & Bagchi, K. (2019). Evaluating Spectrum Auctions in India. New Delhi, India: Indian
Council for Research on International Economic Relations
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S.No

Item

Recommendations
•
•

01

Need for Revision of Spectrum
Prices
•

•

02

NDCP-2018
•
•
•

There is an urgent need to revise the spectrum pricing practices
fraught with legacy issues.
There is a need for urgent addressal as high radio spectrum prices
are to the extreme detriment of the weakest & lower income sections
of society. They are the ones who are deprived of the benefits of
technology.
With its high proportion of low income citizens as well as the strong
National Vision of moving to Digital India, this aspect assumes special
relevance for India.
Under the Connect India Mission, NDCP 2018 sets out a clear strategy
of recognizing Spectrum as a key natural resource for public benefit to
achieve India’s socio-economic goals, ensure transparency in allocation
and optimize availability and utilization. The key areas of policy
action include developing a transparent and fair policy for spectrum
assignment and allocation, making spectrum adequately available for
the upcoming broadband era, allowing for its efficient utilization and
promoting next generation access technologies.
Optimal pricing of spectrum is an important for making adequate
spectrum available for broadband era.
NDCP-2018 should be implemented at the earliest.
Revenue Surplus Approach is most suitable for and analogous to the
current conditions and is therefore a more appropriate method

03

Valuation of 1800 MHz

04

Reserve Price to Valuation Ratio
•
for 1800 MHz

Reserve price to be set at 50% of the valuation

05

Reserve Price of 700-900 MHz

•

2 times the Reserve price for the 1800 MHz band

06

Reserve price of 2100, 2300,
and 2500 MHz bands

•

Agree with regulatory recommendation on weightage of 0.83 times the
Reserve Price of 1800 MHz

•

Agree with regulatory recommendation on weightage of 0.30 times the
Reserve price of the 1800 MHz
For mid-band - Since this is a new band where no past experience is
available, it is recommended to take into account the international
experience and set reserve prices which are in line with international
norms.

07

Reserve Price of 3300-3600
MHz

•

08

Mean

•

The need for averaging does not arise since we recommend Revenue
Surplus Approach for valuation of 1800 MHz.
But if at all averaging is required in case multiple valuation approaches
are used, median should be used for aggregating the prices emanating
out of various models.

09

Last Auction Price

•
•

Fresh valuation should be used.
Reserve price should not be referenced back to the last auction price.

•

Index is not required as we have recommended that reserve price
should not be referenced back to the last auction price.
However, if the need arises then the closest surrogate index for a time
series for Reserve Price indexation that may be applied is the consumer
price index of (Transport and) telecom services.

•

10

Index

•

•
11

Spectrum Usage Charge
•

Once the spectrum price has been paid through auctioning, the
spectrum charges are set to just recover the cost of administering and
regulating the spectrum which would normally be a very reasonable
sum.
This is about 0.1% of AGR.

A reviewed and well-defined system based on sound assumptions will not only increase transparency in the system
but also will empower government officials to take the right decisions. It would also help make spectrum auctions
more robust, thereby motivating greater participation - leading to better network coverage and connectivity – and
enhancing consumer interests. This assumes critical importance given the Covid 19-impacted environment, the
imminent adoption of 5G and the urgent need to move to Industry 4.0.
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ANNEXURE I
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In this band, spectrum was offered only in 18 of the 22 LSAs. Only one operator was the sole purchaser in all the
Four LSAs. Yet the nature and participation at bidding, makes the Auction price of three LSAs (Punjab, Gujarat and
Rajasthan) realistic and representative of the then prevalent market conditions in the LSA.

Spectrum was offered only in 4 LSAs and it remained unsold.
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The auction price of 2016 in all the LSAs where spectrum was sold is the same as RP of 2016. Though there was
competition in three circles, there was enough spectrum available in these circles too for all bidders to take it only
at the Reserve price. Hence, the auction price in this band cannot be considered as being representative of the
prevailing market price.
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In 2300 MHz band, the spectrum offered in 15 LSAs was completely sold. In 6 LSAs (AP, BH, GJ, KL, MH, MP)
competitive bidding was witnessed. In these circles, the Auction price can be considered to be representative of
the market price at that time.
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In 2500 MHz, in ten LSAs, the spectrum put on offer was sold. In two LSAs, there were no bids. In the rest, it was
partially sold. All were sold at RP. The number of bidders, their requirements and the bids reflect that the Auction
price is not reflective of the prevailing market price.
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